
Stocking Stuffers

2020 has been near-insufferable, with a pandemic and an unending presidential election - it even
had the nerve to steal Chadwick Boseman. DEMS for USA’s stocking stuffers are chock full of gift
ideas to help you through the end of this less-than-great year. But there's no point in acknowledging all
that's occurred without a taste of the macabre. We’ve got memorable, bitingly funny ornaments to adorn
your tree, as well as whiskey and wine glasses for mom and dad to help them forever bid farewell to this
past year of mayhem.

Ormanents

2020 will go down as one of the worst years in American history. This holiday season, DEMS for
USA can't endorse celebrating it so much as marvelling at the fact that we've survived it. From the
fires in California to the hurricane winds down South to the pandemic in between, there was at least
one moment this year where you grew concerned about everyday household items like toilet paper.
These ornaments provide a decorative reminder that you’ve made it through it all.

Sticker

Depending on where you live, these custom blue stickers are likely to either enrage or encourage
other drivers. Let the world know you were on the right side of history when it mattered most.
When everything was on the line, you were one of the few voices of reason. Cars with such stickers
should have their own parades.

Whiskey Glass

No matter what side of the argument you fell on this year, it was loud, intrusive, and hard-fought.
The fact that it's not even over yet should give you all the proof you need that we still have a lot of
healing to do. So be the first to break with ice with friends, family, and neighbors with these
whiskey glasses that are proudly made in the U.S.A. Durable to the very end, just like your firm
belief in justice and the American way.

Flag Pin

No matter what side of this very divided country you land, it's worth pointing out that we're still
united under the same flag. Though it can be difficult to unite, there's a reason politicians wear flag
pins at political events. It can be seen as an empty gesture, sure, however that all depends who's
wearing it. This holiday season, your mother and father still hold true to old ways - show them you
still respect that.

Grunge Face Mask

This year has seen no shortage of people taking to the streets, for both right and wrong reasons.
Most likely, if you haven't been out there yourself, you know someone who has.  Let them know
that you support their right to public assembly, but you prefer they take precautions. DEMS for
USA's grunge face mask, reminiscent of Jasper Johns famous American flag made of headlines,
gives the impression of a hard day's protesting and marching.

I'm With Kamala Sticker

The “I'm With Her” movement started all the way back in 2016, and though that cause was sadly
scrapped, it's taken on a new life in Kamala's groundbreaking victory. Men and women, moms and



dads alike can all get behind a black, female vice president ready to step in at a moment's notice.


